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Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)
All Creatures Great And Small (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 7
James and Helen question their future together in the run up to Christmas Day, while things look grave for
one of Darrowby’s most beloved animals.
American Rust
The Mill
In a small rust belt town in southwest Pennsylvania, Chief of Police Del Harris investigates after a dead
body turns up in an abandoned steel mill.
And Just Like That...
Hello It's Me
After discussing how to handle change, Carrie is challenged to be “sexually” open on Che’s podcast,
Miranda has a disastrous first day of school, and Charlotte tries to impress a fellow mom. And then –
another big change no one saw coming.
Another Life
Will To Power
Under suspicion for severing a lifeline, Lara now finds her life on the line. William discovers a surprise
within. A habitable planet calls to Cas.
Archive 81
Spirit Receivers
In the woods, Dan encounters the unexpected. In the tapes, Melody learns about the cult and makes
contact during a shocking séance.
Bel-Air
Dreams And Nightmares
Will Smith, a talented West Philadelphia teenager, is sent to live with family in Bel Air; upon his arrival, he
quickly discovers how different things are and that this is his chance at a new beginning.
Better Call Saul
Carrot And Stick
Harsh realities dawn on Nacho in his not-so-safe haven. Gus investigates his suspicions.
Billions
Johnny Favorite
Chuck goes on a retreat to regroup; Prince looks to consolidate his wins; Wendy tries to figure out Prince's
bigger picture; Sacker reckons with some old skeletons in her closet.

Billy The Kid
The Immigrants
It’s 1871. 12-year-old Billy McCarty and his immigrant Irish family have to leave New York and travel west
to seek new opportunities. But the journey proves fatal for some.
BMF
All In The Family
Blood spills into the streets when Meech devises a plan for revenge, forcing Lamar to seek shelter with
someone close, which complicates matters even more.
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 5: Return Of The Mandalorian
An unexpected ally emerges.
Bosch: Legacy
Always/All Ways
Bosch reaches a dangerous end game in the Vance case. Chandler courts an unlikely ally in her wrongful
death suit. Maddie pays the cost of getting too involved with her work.
Bridgerton
A Bee In Your Bonnet
The Sharmas arrive at the Bridgerton's country estate, where Anthony seeks to win Kate's good opinion
amid bad memories and a ruthless game of pall-mall.
Chapelwaite
De Vermis Mysteriis
Overwhelmed with madness, Charles is driven to the church cemetery where he unearths a hidden book.
But once in his hands, he has an apocalyptic vision of the vampire future.
Chicago P.D.
Gone
After Makayla’s shocking disappearance, the team scrambles to find her before it’s too late. The frantic
search creates tension between Burgess and Ruzek, who have very different approaches to the operation.
Chucky
An Affair To Dismember
Scores will be settled as Chucky’s diabolical plan comes to fruition at a dangerous, public venue.
Cowboy Bebop
Cowboy Gospel
After getting shortchanged on the fee for a bounty, Spike and Jet head to New Tijuana on the trail of
another mark — but they're not the only ones.
David Makes Man
Hurston
Young David gets suspended at Hurston Prep after an altercation with one of his friends, and he returns
home to find his mother has changed for the better; adult David receives news about his brother.

Dexter: New Blood
Runaway
Dexter’s method of protecting his son from drugs unleashes his Dark Passenger. Meanwhile Angela and
Molly’s New York City trip leaves them wondering about a well-respected member of the community.
Euphoria
Stand Still Like The Hummingbird
Fate has a way of catching up with those who try to outrun it. After being confronted about her drug
usage, Rue makes a run for it, attempting to escape another bout in rehab.
Evil
S Is For Silence
The team is dispatched to a monastery to investigate the corpse of Father Thomas whose body, despite
having been dead for over a year, has not decayed, leading to a lot of questions.
The Expanse
Babylon's Ashes
In the thrilling season finale, Inners and Belters fight side by side with the crew of the Rocinante in a last,
massive, desperate battle with Marco and his Free Navy, with the fate of the Solar System, the Ring Gates,
and of all humanity hanging in the balance.
Fantasy Island
Hungry Christine; Mel Loves Ruby
Hungry Christine: A morning show anchor under pressure to look effortlessly perfect wants to eat as much
as she wants without gaining weight. Mel Loves Ruby: A loving old married couple want to relive their
youth for a weekend.
Flack
Danny
Danny and Dev are Britain’s number one TV presenting duo, but things are starting to fall apart. Danny
has demons and addictions that the press know about, and Dev wants shot of him so he can become a star
in his own right.
The Flight Attendant
Brothers & Sisters
Cassie faces hard truths about her path to sobriety while visiting her mom as Megan attempts to reconnect
with her family, who are reluctant to welcome her back.
Foundation
The Emperor’s Peace
Gaal Dornick leaves her life in Synnax behind when the galaxy’s greatest mathematician, Hari Seldon,
invites her to Trantor.
From
Oh, The Places We’ll Go
Boyd draws strength from an unlikely source. Jim’s radio tower yields consequences which rock him to his
very core. The hole that Tabitha has been digging leads her somewhere – and to someone - she could
never have expected. Everything is about to change.

The Gilded Age
Never The New
Marian arrives at the home of her “old money” aunts Agnes and Ada, whose new incredibly rich neighbors,
a ruthless railroad tycoon, George, and his ambitious wife, Bertha, vie to break into New York high society.
Desperate for acceptance, Bertha arranges an elite soiree at her home, which few attend.
Goliath
The Pain Killer
Patty finds herself on the hook for Billy’s behavior as he digs deeper into the case.
The Good Doctor
Sons
Shaun and Lea plan to marry at a courthouse, until Glassman and Jordan throw them a surprise wedding
on the hospital rooftop, officiated by Andrews. Lim and Villanueva are stabbed by Villanueva's abusive ex.
The Good Fight
And The Violence Spread
In the season five finale, Marissa is mounting a strong defense in Vinetta's court for Matteo, while Diane
attempts to get an interview with him in order to spring Matteo from court. Carmen, Liz, and Allegra
defend drug dealer, Oscar Rivi, as prosecutors attempt to put him back in prison.
The Great
Heads It's Me
Four months after launching a coup against her husband, a pregnant Catherine gains the upper hand in her
war against Peter. Being deeply in love with Catherine and their unborn child does little to dissuade her
from taking his throne.
The Great
Wedding
Catherine makes a devastating discovery about Peter before travelling to the war front for a meeting with
the Sultan; Peter considers his options now that Catherine knows his secret.
Grey's Anatomy
It Came Upon A Midnight Clear
Time to celebrate the holidays; Hamilton and Meredith prepare to start their project; Link wants to be with
Amelia and Scout for the holiday; Schmitt endures a difficult surgery. Owen and Teddy and Hayes take a
ride to pick up a heart.
Halo
Reckoning
On the run and out of options, Kwan and Soren have a difference of opinion. With the possibility of finding
the mysterious Halo on everyone's minds, John makes a horrible discovery. Also, the war rears its ugly
head.
Hanna
Eyeliner
Hanna and Marissa have nearly lost. Hanna is held captive by Evans while the evidence Marissa against the
program has turns out to be encrypted and unusable. Hanna finds what could be the key to bringing down
Pioneer, but Evans’ brutal interrogation might break Hanna before she can use it.

Hawkeye
Echoes
After escaping a new threat, Clint and Kate join forces against an expanding criminal conspiracy.
Heels
Double Turn
The culmination of all Jack’s efforts finally pays off as the DWL is featured on the biggest stage in its
history, but when outside-the-ring drama enters the squared circle, there’s a lot more on the line than the
championship belt.
Invasion
Crash
Amid chaos, Aneesha makes a difficult decision for the sake of her family. Trevante, a Navy SEAL,
investigates a distress call with his team.
Julia
Crêpes Suzette
In San Francisco, Julia tests the waters of her newfound celebrity status alongside celebrated chef James
Beard, leaving a brooding Paul to question the true cost of his wife’s fame.
The Lincoln Lawyer
He Rides Again
Following a personal and professional spiral, Los Angeles defense lawyer Mickey Haller receives an
unexpected opportunity from a fellow attorney.
Locke & Key
Cliffhanger
Escalating threats and a devastating loss lead the Lockes into a ferocious showdown with Dodge. Back at
Keyhouse, Bode confronts a shocking visitor.
Loki
Lamentis
Loki finds out The Variant’s plans, but he has his own that will forever alter both their destinies.
Lost In Space
Trust
As the battle for Alpha Centauri unfolds, the Robinsons and their friends risk everything to restore peace
and pave the way for a better future.
Lucifer
Partners 'Til The End
Desperate to rescue Rory, Lucifer and Chloe confront her kidnapper with guns and wings blazing. Lucifer
finally comes to terms with his purpose.
The Man Who Fell To Earth
Hallo Spaceboy
An alien crashes deep into the oil fields of New Mexico with a mission: to find the one woman on earth who
can save his species. Together they discover in order to save his world, they must first save ours. Series
premiere.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
How Do You Get To Carnegie Hall?
Season finale. After narrowly escaping a police raid at the Wolford, Midge and Lenny finally get together.
Susie’s goons are not happy that Midge turned down a Tony Bennett gig. Moishe demands that Mei convert
to Judaism. Abe struggles with his own mortality. Rose stands up to the Matchmaking Mafia.
Mayans M.C.
Cleansing Of The Temple
War descends on Santo Padre.
Mayor Of Kingstown
This Piece Of My Soul
Kingstown Prison descends into total chaos. Mike desperately works to help stop a riot that will have
serious consequences for all involved.
The Morning Show
My Least Favorite Year
Controversy and betrayal strike TMS as a new year approaches. Alex faces a difficult decision.
New Amsterdam
Unto The Breach
As the team gathers to mourn the loss of someone dear, Max and Helen realise the extent to which New
Amsterdam has changed since they left; Bloom struggles with a big decision; Reynolds decides to take his
concerns for his patients to a new level.
Night Sky
Boilermakers
Irene helps Jude search for someone he has lost. Franklin forms an unexpected bond. Stella begins her
mission with help from an old friend.
9-1-1
May Day
The 9-1-1 Call Center goes up in flames: Bobby risks his life to save May and Claudette, Buck and Eddie
work together to help an injured electrician and Chimney and his brother team up as firefighters for the
first time.
9-1-1: Lone Star
Thin Ice
The ice storm continues. Tommy, T.K. and Nancy race to rescue a young boy stuck on a lake. Judd and
Mateo help a trapped Paul and Owen takes drastic measures to save a man who has been stabbed.
Nine Perfect Strangers
Ever After
It's time for everyone to cross the threshold and face their demons, including Masha. But will they make it
to the other side?
Outer Banks
The Coastal Venture
John B, Pope, JJ and Kiara brace for a showdown on board the ship, while Sarah realizes the harsh truth of
her distressing family situation.

Outer Range
The Unknown
Royal and Cecilia put up the ranch as collateral for Perry’s bail. Cecilia encounters a bear. Autumn
manipulates Billy to pledge himself to her. Billy stops Luke as he tries to suffocate their father. Royal brings
Perry to the hole, revealing the truth about his childhood. Perry does the unthinkable.
Outlander
I Am Not Alone
Richard Brown and his Committee of Safety arrive to arrest Claire for murder but finding a judge to try
their case proves difficult.
The Outlaws
Episode 2
We discover what a washed-up lawyer and an insta-celebutante with anger issues could possibly have in
common, and a dangerous temptation falls from the sky.
Ozark
Sanctified
The FBI's long-awaited meeting with Omar takes place. Wyatt shares some news with Ruth. Feeling
betrayed, Javi gets aggressive.
Pachinko
Chapter One
In 1920s Korea, Yangjin and Hoonie shield their only child, Sunja, from the realities of life under colonial
rule. In 1989, Solomon closes a big deal.
Peacemaker
It's Cow Or Never
With Peacemaker and Adebayo at odds, can the team kill the cow once and for all – or will their fracture
give the aliens the opening they need to complete its teleportation?
Pieces Of Her
Episode 1
Andy's 30th birthday lunch is interrupted by a shocking act of violence. After her mom's stunning response
goes viral, a threat emerges in their home.
The Porter
Episode 108
Junior tries to eliminate his greatest threats. Marlene’s efforts to reconcile with Fay could be too late. Lucy
faces the consequences of her betrayal. Zeke makes a final plea for union integration.
Power Book II: Ghost
Drug Related
Davis advises Tariq on the best way to protect himself against Jenny and Saxe questions what lines Davis
crossed in doing so. Carrie realizes her own actions have put her students in harm’s way.

Power Book III: Raising Kanan
The Cost Of Business
Kanan struggles with a harsh truth after word gets back to Raq that he’s behind the bad crack on the
streets.
Raised By Wolves
Control
After the Trust uses the children to strike back against Marcus, Mother takes matters into her own hands,
and Father has a breakthrough.
Reacher
Welcome To Margrave
Reacher is wrongly accused of murder while visiting the small town of Margrave, GA.
SEE
Rock-a-bye
Baba and Edo lead their armies into an epic battle that builds to an intense face-off between the brothers.
Severance
The We We Are
The team discovers troubling revelations.
Sex/Life
Down In The Tube Station At Midnight
Billie's emotional rollercoaster of a day turns into an arousing night out when Cooper attempts to reignite
the spark in their relationship.
Shining Girls
Cutline
Kirby Mazrachi suspects her attacker from years earlier may be responsible for a recent murder, but she’s
challenged by her shifting reality.
61st Street
Barefoot And Dangerous
Officer Logan begins to question his own department, while Lieutenant Brannigan presses Moses for a
confession. Franklin revisits the crime scene, finding a new angle for the defense.
Slow Horses
Failure's Contagious
River Cartwright is ousted from MI5 and finds himself in a place worse than purgatory: Slough House,
dumping ground for failed spies.
Snowfall
The Iliad: Part 1
A brutal attack leaves the Saint crew in chaos.
Snowpiercer
A Beacon For Us All
Reunited with old friends, the train throws a party. But alliances are tested as the truth is finally revealed.

Snowpiercer
The Last To Go
Layton goes on the hunt, as Wilford works to boost morale. The resistance discovers a threat that could
undermine everything they've worked for.
Squid Game
VIPS
The Masked Leader welcomes VIP guests to the facility for a front-row viewing of the show. In the fifth
game, some players crack under pressure.
Star Trek: Discovery
Kobayashi Maru
After months spent reconnecting the Federation with distant worlds, Captain Michael Burnham and the
crew of the U.S.S. Discovery are sent to assist a damaged space station; a seemingly routine mission
reveals the existence of a terrifying new threat.
Star Trek: Picard
Penance
Picard finds himself transported to an alternate timeline in the year 2400 where his longtime nemesis, Q,
has orchestrated one final "trial." Picard searches for his trusted crew as he attempts to find the cause of
this dystopian future.
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds
Memento Mori
While on a routine supply mission to a colony planet, the U.S.S. Enterprise comes under an attack from an
unknown force. Pike brings all his heart and experience to bear in facing the crisis, but the security officer
warns that the enemy cannot be dealt with by conventional Starfleet means.
Station 19
Things We Lost In The Fire
When Theo and Vic hit a relationship milestone, Vic is forced to reckon with her feelings about
commitment; Andy takes refuge at Dean's home and helps care for Pruitt; an explosion rips apart a
neighborhood.
Stranger Things
Chapter Seven: The Massacre At Hawkins Lab
As Hopper braces to battle a monster, Dustin dissects Vecna's motives — and decodes a message from
beyond. El finds strength in a distant memory.
Succession
Too Much Birthday
Kendall’s battle against Logan is on the rocks with the DOJ indicating no one, Tom included, will go to
prison. Kendall hosts a dizzyingly extravagant birthday party, which exacerbates his malaise. There, Tom
broods with Greg, while Shiv and Roman vie to connect with Matsson, tech visionary CEO of Gojo.
Swagger
We Good?
As Swagger DMV go up against the G-Dubs, Jace will have to decide what’s most important—a personal
win or a team win.

Sweet Magnolias
Casseroles And Casualties
In the waiting room, the families gather for news from the doctors, and Ty’s plans for the season change.
Over margaritas, Helen shares an announcement.
Tehran
13,000
Free of the Mossad and preparing to start a new life in Canada, Tamar is drawn back in by an irresistible
offer.
Tokyo Vice
Yoshino
While Samantha risks it all for Polina’s safe return, Sato is forced to mix business with pleasure. As Katagiri
devises a plan to finally take down Tozawa, Jake is confronted by the crime boss’s men.
Truth Be Told
Other People’s Tears Are Only Water
Poppy attends an art exhibit for her friend, successful lifestyle guru Micah (Kate Hudson)—but it ends in a
shocking tragedy.
Virgin River
Jack And Jill
Jack and Mel argue about their relationship and their future while competing in the Lumberjack Games.
Brie opens up about her painful breakup.
The Wheel Of Time
Leavetaking
A strange noblewoman arrives in a remote mountain village, claiming one of five youths is the
reincarnation of an ancient power who once destroyed the world and will do so again, if she’s not able to
discover which of them it is. But they have less time than they think.
The Wilds
Exodus
Each girl on the island is engaged in some kind of struggle to find peace and the truth. Meanwhile, the
boys must decide whether or not to attempt a dangerous trip.
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Promised Land
Down two men and with the 1980 NBA Championship on the line, the outnumbered Lakers look to an
unlikely source for inspiration. In Philly, Earvin faces off against his role-model-turned-rival Dr. J, while in
LA, Haywood grapples with his own worst enemy: himself.
The Witcher
A Grain Of Truth
Geralt sets off with Ciri on a journey that leads him to an old friend. After the Battle of Sodden, Tissaia
shows no mercy in her search for information.

With Love
Nochebuena
It’s Christmas Eve AKA “Nochebuena,” and the Diaz family gathers together for their annual celebration.
Lily is dealing with a recent break-up, while her brother, Jorge Jr., is bringing a boyfriend home to meet the
family. We also meet other Portland residents and see how their lives intertwine.
Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Protect Ya Neck
The Clan digs deep to make a perfect record to take the industry by storm.
Y: The Last Man
Weird Al Is Dead
Yorick, Agent 355 and Dr. Mann hit a snag on their way to San Francisco. Jennifer clashes with former
cabinet secretary Regina Oliver. Hero is seduced by a charismatic leader as Sam and Nora grapple with a
dangerous group of survivors.
Yellowjackets
Sic Transit Gloria Mundi
On the night of their 25th reunion, the girls navigate damning evidence, false alibis and a dubious attempt
to “heal.” In the wilderness, the Doomcoming leaves everything off the rails as simmering resentments
come to a head. Season finale.
Yellowstone
Half The Money
The coordinated attack on the Duttons continues as everyone searches for answers on who is responsible;
Rip delivers on a promise.
You
What Is Love?
As news permeates the community about a recent murder, Joe looks toward a future with Marienne — but
hell hath no fury like Love scorned.

End of Category

Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie
American Horror Stories
The Naughty List
A group of influencers face a reckoning after posting a problematic video online.
American Horror Story: Double Feature
Thirst
Harry’s newfound talent brings an unexpected visitor to town. Alma decides to take matters into her own
hands.
Anatomy Of A Scandal
Episode 1
James scrambles to mitigate the scandal's impact, while a devastated but determined Sophie remembers
happier moments and Kate debates her next move.
Angelyne
Pink Clouds
Lounge acts, funerals, lost years, pink escapes; the truth about the world's need for the truth about
Angelyne.
Birds Of Paradise
Kate is an aspiring ballerina given a scholarship to attend a prestigious ballet school in Paris. Upon arrival
her confidence is tested by fellow dancer Marine who recently lost her brother. While confrontational at
first, their relationship evolves into an emotionally charged, competitive union beset by lies and sexual
awakening.
Brand New Cherry Flavor
Egg
A desperate Lisa kisses the toad, but blood-sex magic holds the key. Lou and Jonathan have a moment. A
savage spirit accomplishes the impossible.
Candy
Cover Girl
The day after the incident, Candy takes part in the ongoing investigation into the murder of Betty Gore. As
more evidence comes to light, Candy hires ambulance-chaser attorney Don Crowder.
Clickbait
The Sister
Pia Brewer races to find Nick when he appears in an online video, bloodied and holding a sign that reads:
"At 5 million views I die."
Colin In Black & White
Cornrows
Inspired by his basketball idol, eighth grader Colin embraces his individuality and hip-hop culture in a way
that startles his parents and coaches.

Conversations With Friends
Episode 1
In the summer before their final year at Trinity College, Frances and her best friend Bobbi meet an
impressive local writer, Melissa. Bobbi quickly develops a crush on Melissa but Frances is unexpectedly
drawn to Melissa’s husband, Nick.
DMZ
Good Luck
As the clock begins on Alma’s dangerous 24-hour passage into a lawless Manhattan in search of her son
Christian, rivals Parco and Wilson seek approval from the DMZ’s major gangs in separate bids for governor.
Dopesick
Pseudo-Addiction
Sky-high OxyContin sales are threatened by reports of abuse, prosecutors investigate a claim central to
OxyContin marketing, and Finnix begins to question the safety of the drug.
Dr. Death
Diplos
Two doctors investigate a series of botched operations at the hands of a fellow surgeon.
The Dropout
Old White Men
Walgreens is enticed by Elizabeth to seal the deal on a new partnership with Theranos; Ian tries to
investigate what's going on behind closed doors.
1883
Lighting Yellow Hair
Elsa makes an unlikely friend. The group faces a harrowing challenge from mother nature. The camp
searches for one of their own.
The Essex Serpent
I Break Things
Cora tries to put things behind her, but a chance encounter makes that complicated. Stella gets some bad
news.
The First Lady
That White House
Eleanor learns Franklin has polio and commits to enable Franklin’s political dreams. Betty boldly attends
Alberta King’s funeral against the wishes of Jerry’s cabinet. Michelle, heading into her term as First Lady,
enters a White House built by slaves while confronting the threat of assassination Barack faces.
Fresh
Noa (Daisy Edgar-Jones) meets the alluring Steve (Sebastian Stan) at a grocery store and, given her
frustration with dating apps, she takes a chance and gives him her number. After their first date, Noa is
smitten. However, she finds that her new paramour has been hiding some unusual appetites.
Gaslit
Final Days
In the final days of the Nixon administration, Martha struggles to keep her family together in the midst of
her decline. Dean and Mo ready for their own future as G. Gordon Liddy gives Dean a parting gift.

The Girl From Plainville
Star-Crossed Lovers And Things Like That
A teen's death by suicide unearths painful questions for his family and reveals a complicated, mostly virtual
relationship with a young woman who may hold the answers.
The Hot Zone Anthrax
Noble Eagle
In 2001, in the aftermath of 9-11, another attack began: the anthrax letters. Journalists and politicians
received letters containing anthrax powder resulting in 5 deaths.
The House
Across different eras, a poor family, an anxious developer and a fed-up landlady become tied to the same
mysterious house in this animated dark comedy.
I Want You Back
Peter and Emma were on the precipice of life’s biggest moments—marriage, kids, houses in the suburbs—
until their respective partners dumped them. Horrified to learn the loves of their lives had already moved
on, Peter and Emma hatch a hilarious plan to win back their exes with unexpected results.
Impeachment: American Crime Story
Not To Be Believed
Tensions rise between Monica and the President. Paula is offered a settlement. Linda begins to feel that she
has a target on her back.
Inventing Anna
Life Of A VIP
Reporter Vivian Kent defies her editor to pursue the story of Anna Delvey, an alleged German heiress
indicted for grand larceny and jailed without bail.
Inventing Anna
Too Rich For Her Blood
Vivian digs into lingering questions after her article's publication, including Anna's formative years in
Germany and her stay at L.A.'s Chateau Marmont.
Joe vs Carole
Sanctuary
Financially struggling, Joe heads to Tampa to confront Carole and make peace, only to escalate their
conflict more.
Jolt
A bouncer with a slightly murderous anger-management problem that she controls with an electrode-lined
vest goes on a revenge-fueled rampage to find the killer of first guy she's ever fallen for. The cops pursue
her as their chief suspect.
Landscapers
Episode One
Christopher and Susan Edwards’ recreated life in France begins to collapse after a call from police. Povertystricken fugitives, the Edwards decide to return to England to clear their name and hopefully regain their
old life. Foolishly, they believe in their innocence in the murder of Susan’s parents, the Wycherley’s.

The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Robyn
Kicked out by Niecie, Robyn moves in with Ptolemy and accompanies him to a doctor’s appointment for an
experimental treatment.
Lisey's Story
Jim Dandy
After a terrifying experience, Lisey opens up the gates of her memory to find answers in Scott’s world of
Boo’ya Moon.
MAID
Dollar Store
Fleeing in the night with Maddy, Alex seeks help from social services and lands a job with Value Maids, only
to find her problems are just beginning.
Midnight Mass
Book VII: Revelation
Night falls on Crockett Island as a tight-knit group of rebels take refuge where they can and forge a plan to
control the chaos.
Miracle Workers: Oregon Trail
End Of The Trail
The wagon train faces its final showdown.
Modern Love
On A Serpentine Road, With The Top Down
"Driving, with the top down, I’m reminded that I too can shift gears, face risk, handle inconvenience — and
survive tragedy. My partner, eyes misting, says: 'You love that car. And your husband was an
extraordinary man.'"
Moon Knight
Gods And Monsters
As Moon Knight joins the fray, Marc, Steven and Khonshu must work together to stop Ammit.
The Offer
Crossing That Line
In the bloody aftermath of the Italian-American Civil Rights League rally, Gallo threatens “The Godfather’s”
production budget as Ruddy struggles to protect the funding for Sicily. Evans continues to spiral after the
breakup of his marriage with Ali MacGraw, allowing Barry Lapidus to capitalize.
Pam & Tommy
The Master Beta
Pam and Tommy resort to increasingly desperate measures to get their property back.
Pistol
Track 5: Nancy & Sid
As Nancy and Sid’s love ignites, Sid becomes increasingly lost to heroin and violence. A plan is hatched to
get rid of Nancy, but on a riverboat stunt during the Queen’s Jubilee to promote “God Save the Queen,”
chaos takes hold.

The Pursuit Of Love
Episode 1
On the brink of adulthood Fanny and Linda are stuck in the Oxfordshire countryside impatiently waiting for
life to begin. When they finally break free, Linda immediately falls hopelessly in love, leaving Fanny feeling
left behind.
Ray Donovan: The Movie
A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan family legacy full circle. As the events that made
Ray who he is today finally come to light, the Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the
past.
Roar
The Girl Who Loved Horses
A girl (Fivel Stewart) loves horses. Her friend (Kara Hayward) does not.
Scenes From A Marriage
Innocence and Panic
After a tense day of reflection and disclosure about their relationship and marriage during a doctoratestudent interview, Mira and her husband Jonathan navigate the consequences of the unexpected news that
Mira is pregnant, and both struggle with the gravity of her decision to terminate the pregnancy.
The Shrink Next Door
The Verdict
Series finale. Marty confronts Dr. Ike about his behavior and tries to reconnect with the life he left behind.
The Sky Is Everywhere
17-year-old Lennie Walker, a radiant musical prodigy, struggles with overwhelming grief following the
sudden loss of her older sister, Bailey. Through her vivid imagination and honest, conflicted heart, Lennie
navigates first love and first loss to create a song of her own.
The Staircase
America’s Sweetheart Or: Time Over Time
The Peterson children rally around their father as David angles for a retrial. In Durham, Martha and
Margaret address long-buried truths, and Clayton bears witness to Todd’s tenuous sobriety. Six years later,
Michael faces yet another hearing that may finally answer open questions about his first trial and
Kathleen’s death.
Station Eleven
Wheel Of Fire
After renowned actor Arthur Leander tragically collapses onstage, Jeevan Chaudhary and young Kirsten
Raymonde have a chance meeting – and soon face an important decision that could save their lives.
Super Pumped: The Battle For Uber
X To The X
Uber engineers develop new technology to help skirt their legal problems while working towards slaying the
biggest giant yet: New York and the taxi commissions. Travis rewards the Uber team for their hard work
with a blowout in Las Vegas, courting the unwanted attention of the press.

The Survivor
The true story of Harry Haft, who after being sent to Auschwitz, survived not only the unspeakable horrors
of the camp, but the gladiatorial boxing spectacle he was forced to perform with fellow prisoners for his
captor’s amusement. Haft’s driven by his quest to reunite with the woman he loves.
The Thing About Pam
She's A Killer
Pam goes to shocking and absurd extremes to extricate herself from the web of lies she has spun. Some
measure of justice, redemption and hope is finally found.
Time
Episode 1
Mark Cobden is sent to prison and has to learn quickly how to survive. When an inmate identifies prison
officer Eric McNally’s weakness, he faces an impossible choice
True Story
Chapter 7: ...Like Cain Did Abel
Seeking retribution, Kid reaches a breaking point and takes matters into his own hands. Days later, Kid
shares his story and vows to be a better man.
Under The Banner Of Heaven
Surrender
The ongoing investigation leads Pyre and Taba into untrod woods where they unearth information that
challenges Pyre's own faith, and draw more Laffertys into suspicion and custody.
Under The Banner Of Heaven
When God Was Love
Detectives Jeb Pyre and Bill Taba investigate the brutal, sinister murders of an LDS woman, Brenda Wright
Lafferty and her baby daughter in Utah’s typically serene Salt Lake Valley in 1984.
A Very British Scandal
Episode 1
Once considered the most beautiful debutante of the 1930s, heiress Margaret Sweeny, amid divorce,
meets the dashing Ian Campbell, future Duke of Argyll. What begins as sexual chemistry leads to marriage,
with Margaret having fallen in love with Ian and his crumbling ancestral seat, Inveraray Castle and
financing its restoration.
The Voyeurs
A young couple find themselves becoming interested in the sex life of their neighbors across the street.
What starts as an innocent curiosity turns into an unhealthy obsession, after they discover that one
neighbor is cheating. Temptation and desire cause their lives to become tangled together leading to deadly
consequences.
The Waltons' Homecoming
Set in 1933, The Waltons' Homecoming is told through the eyes of John Boy. When a storm threatens John
Sr.’s arrival on Christmas Eve, Olivia sends John Boy out into the night to find his daddy - a journey that
will change John Boy's life forever.

We Own This City
Part Four
A car chase led by Jenkins ends in tragedy. Jensen and Sieracki listen as Ward confesses to wrongdoing.
Jenkins discovers seized drugs turn a profit. Jenkins and Hersl lead the charge against protestors during
the Freddie Gray uprising, while Suiter questions the tactics, and Steele experiences a city undone.
WeCrashed
Summer Camp
The growing WeWork team gathers on Rebekah's family property. Rebekah grapples with a public relations
misstep and bad personal news
The White Lotus
Departures
Rachel shares harsh truths with Shane and confides in Belinda, who’s reeling from bad news regarding her
proposal. As the Mossbachers recover from their harrowing burglary scare, Quinn reveals major life plans.
With nothing left to lose, Armond goes on an all-out bender and gets the ultimate revenge on Shane.
Why Didn't They Ask Evans?
Episode 1
Along the rugged Welsh coastline, Bobby Jones (Will Poulter) finds a dying man at the bottom of the cliffs.
As Bobby tries to ease his final moments, the man utters a mysterious question.
The Woman In The House Across The Street From The Girl In The Window
Episode 8
As a storm rages on, Anna pushes past her fear and ends up fighting for her life. Later, déjà vu kicks in
when Anna boards a flight to New York.
Women Of The Movement
The Last Word
After the verdict is reached and the story becomes international news, a movement begins – and Mamie
Till-Mobley fights to defend Emmett’s legacy.

End of Category

Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) And
Animation
Abbott Elementary
Work Family
After Jacob reveals a detail about his personal life, Janine realizes she doesn't know the other teachers as
well as she thought; Gregory's stern teaching approach is causing his whole class to underperform.
Acapulco
Time After Time
As Diane shows a group of journalists a photo exhibit of Las Colinas' history, the story of Don Pablo's long
tenure at the resort is revealed.
After Life
Episode 6
Making an earnest attempt to be happy -- or at least not miserable -- Tony gives some long overdue
recognition to those who have stood by him.
The Afterparty
Yasper
Yasper explains how he tried to get Xavier to help him get his music career off the ground. His version of
the events is a toe-tapping musical.
Arcane
When These Walls Come Tumbling Down
An eager protégé undermines his mentor on the council as a magical tech rapidly evolves. With authorities
in pursuit, Jinx must face her past.
Archer
Dingo, Baby, Et Cetera
Lana makes rookie mistakes as ghosts from Archer’s past haunt him on a special mission.
As We See It
Pilot
Series premiere. Jack has an outburst at work and suffers the repercussions. Violet obsesses over wanting
a “normal” boyfriend and fights with her brother Van for control of her life. Harrison is terrified of venturing
outside, but their aide Mandy works with him to overcome his fears.
Atlanta
Tarrare
Yo Tarrare was a real person. Wild. They gotta stop biting these better shows tho.
Atypical
Dessert At Olive Garden
Sam deals with a big disappointment, Casey clashes with Elsa over college plans, and a recurring dream
vexes Doug.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Home
Nora embraces her new life in New Mexico, but a distressing letter from home makes her reevaluate the
future, and Grandma deals with loneliness during coronavirus lockdowns.
B Positive
Juneau, Froyo, And Mario Kart
Gina is torn after getting an offer to sell Valley Hills to a rival assisted living residence. Also, Drew prepares
to leave on his big trip to Alaska, on the second season finale,
The Baby
The Baby
As Natasha and Mrs. Eaves remain trapped in Barbara’s summer solstice ritual, the baby’s complicated
origin, connection to Mrs. Eaves, and trauma-filled path to Natasha are revealed.
Barry
all the sauces
Fuches returns to America and starts his vengeance army. While trying to leave LA with his family,
Cousineau realizes Barry’s plan to save his career has worked. Cristobal and Hank are reunited after Barry
kills Fernando, then at Joplin’s premiere, Sally breaks up with Barry.
Better Things
We Are Not Alone
Sam and their village.
Big Mouth
Re-New Year's Eve
Nick follows Walter to the land of monsters and demands to see the person in charge. A New Year's Eve
party inspires a flurry of grand gestures.
black-ish
If A Black Man Cries In The Woods...
Pops, Dre and Junior go on a trip to heal old wounds; Diane and Jack contemplate their futures as they
look at their college wish lists.
Blindspotting
Bride Or Die
Ashley brings the whole family to visitation to see Miles. Earl heads off to start his first day of work at the
ports but is hit with red light special when he gets back to the docks.
Bob's Burgers
Some Like It Bot Part 1: Eighth Grade Runner
When Tina's new shirt is ridiculed by Tammy and Jocelyn in a Wagstaff News segment called "Wow or
Weird," she turns to her erotic friend fiction and writes about a futuristic world in which she is a robot.
The Boys Presents: Diabolical
John And Sun-hee
Put on your crying face for this one as an elderly man risks everything to cure his wife’s inoperable cancer.

Brooklyn Nine-nine
The Last Day
The squad takes stock of their eight years together and look toward's their future.
Central Park
Fista Puff Mets Out Justice
As a test to see if she's worthy of joining an elite girl group, Fista Puffs battles a monster in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
The Chair
The Chair
As his hearing approaches, Bill's academic future comes into question. Ji-Yoon's revelation puts the board
on the spot and shakes up the department.
Close Enough
Halloween Enough
When a thunderstorm makes trick-or-treating impossible, the gang tells Candice a trio of scary stories to
save her Halloween.
Cobra Kai
The Rise
The tournament comes to a shocking end, with the aftermath leaving its participants reeling – and two
champions facing uncertain futures.
Curb Your Enthusiasm
IRASSHAIMASE!
Larry’s date goes south when he has a screaming match with the sushi chefs. Freddy is crushed that Larry
ruined his favorite shirt (“Who loans someone their favorite shirt?”). Larry refuses to pray for a club
member’s ill father. “I can give you thoughts, but I can’t do prayers.”
Dave
Dave
Dave releases his debut album Penith. The rest is history.
Dear White People
Chapter V
Al offers to help Troy and friends wrest control of the Varsity Show back from Miss Bernadette. Reggie
strikes up a new friendship.
Dickinson
“Hope” Is The Thing With Feathers
Amid the Civil War's mounting casualties, the Dickinsons grieve one of their own—and Emily struggles to
keep the peace in her family.
Dicktown
The Mystery Of Mammal Island
John and David go undercover as lil’ animals in Mammal Island video game.

Disenchantment
Bean Falls Apart
In her dreams, Bean confronts her inner "Bad Bean," but the evil doppelgänger conceals a sinister plot.
Derek, Bear Boy and Freckles get captured.
Duncanville
Witch Day 2
Kimberly mixes up a working magic witch potion that makes Jing possessed; Duncan and his friends visit a
haunted Circuit City; Jack tries to win a stuffed animal for Annie at the milk bottle toss.
Emily In Paris
Boiling Point
Tempers flare on the opening night of Chez Lavaux. Emily feels Alfie has misjudged her style and joie de
vivre. Sylvie catches the eye of a photographer.
F Is For Family
Bye Bye, Frankie
As the town flocks to the airport for the big Christmas Eve show, Frank scrambles to keep the event on
track, and Rosie plots to expose the mayor.
Fairfax
Chernobylfest
The Gang Gang goes to Chernobylfest, a music festival of Pollution and Radiation, hosted by Yung Polluter
and the Litter Gang.
Feel Good
Episode 3
An awkward dinner with George's old friends becomes contentious after Mae receives a disturbing phone
call, then picks a fight with Binky.
Gentefied
Sangiving
All Pop wants for Thanksgiving is a peaceful family meal. But when everyone's at the table, secrets,
accusations — and even the turkey — go flying.
Ghosts
Dinner Party
When Sam and Jay invite the nosy neighbors Henry and Margaret (Mark Linn-Baker and Kathryn
Greenwood) to a dinner party to woo them into allowing the bed and breakfast, the ghosts are desperately
eager to be included on the guest list.
Grace And Frankie
The Prediction
Grace gets a distressing phone call that has Frankie questioning the future. Sol worries that Robert is
experiencing memory loss.
The Great North
Brace/Off Adventure
In a special musical episode, Judy embarks on a journey after getting some unexpected news from the
dentist.

Hacks
The Captain’s Wife
While Deb struggles to connect with her audience on a gay cruise, Ava finds herself an unexpected hit.
Harlem
The Strong Black Woman
Tye tries to get her health in order before an important conference. Camille questions how to respond to a
strange text from Ian. Angie struggles with an ignorant cast member. Quinn navigates her mother’s
expectations.
Human Resources
Sh*tstorm
A monster hurricane forces Emmy, Rochelle and their clients to take shelter together. Meanwhile, the main
office loses power — and its portals to Earth.
Insecure
Everything Gonna Be, Okay?!
As she and her friends try to make time for each other no matter what, Issa looks back on all it took to get
to where she is today.
Inside Job
The Brettfast Club
Brett hopes to have a blast in the past as the team embarks on a nostalgia-laced mission to a small town
that's permanently stuck in the '80s.
Killing It
Desperate Measures
Craig and Isaiah desperately try to get rid of some evidence; Jillian’s new job leads to an incredible
discovery.
The Legend Of Vox Machina
A Silver Tongue
Vox Machina battles the vicious Professor Anders and his unique magical abilities, while Delilah Briarwood
uses magic to summon a demonic army to rise against our heroes. Meanwhile, Pike searches for a way to
reconnect with her deity, even if it means risking her life.
Life & Beth
MRI
Beth gets an MRI to find the source of her back pain and, while inside, she reflects on her tumultuous
childhood.
Love, Death + Robots
Very Pulse Of The Machine
When an exploratory mission to a Jovian moon ends in disaster, the lone survivor must begin a perilous but
mind-expanding journey.

MacGruber
A Good Day To Die
After serving eleven years in prison for the murder of his former nemesis, MacGruber is reunited by
General Fasoose for one last suicide mission.
Made For Love
We're Losing Time
When Herb begins to grow suspicious, Hazel sends for help from Bangles, while Jasper reports for his first
day at Gogol.
Murderville
Most Likely To Commit Murder
Working the night shift, Terry is paired with detective-in-training Kumail Nanjiani and heads back to high
school to investigate a tech CEO's death.
Mythic Quest
TBD
Ian and Poppy collaborate again, Rachel and Dana figure out their next move, and Brad looks to settle a
feud once and for all.
Only Murders In The Building
The Boy From 6B
With the investigation scratching at a web of old crimes originating inside the building, a mysterious young
man turns the tables to spy on Charles, Oliver & Mabel.
Our Flag Means Death
Wherever You Go, There You Are
While Stede attempts to reenter his old life, Blackbeard tends to a wounded heart.
Pen15
Luminary
Anna and Maya attend the local “Walk For Cancer.” Opportunities for socializing evolve into inklings of
mortality.
The Pentaverate
Episode 4
To retrieve the Parce Clavem, Ken heads to Dubrovnik, where a tricky challenge awaits. Later, a
mysterious man and a helicopter ride upend Ken's plans.
Physical
Let's Get Together
With election day looming, Sheila entertains an intriguing proposition. Bunny’s finances and Tyler’s health
come to a head.
Reservation Dogs
Satvrday
The Reservation Dogs try their hand at being vigilantes as a tornado rolls into town.

The Righteous Gemstones
I Will Tell of All Your Deeds
While the Gemstones celebrate the launch of Zion’s Landing, Baby Billy faces a chance to embrace
fatherhood.
Russian Doll
Matryoshka
On Nadia's birthday, she and Alan reunite in a familiar place. But they clash over how to handle the future
(and the past).
Santa Inc.
Where The Hell Is Brent?
After her boss Brent abandons the North Pole for big tech, intrepid elf Candy Smalls considers the
possibility of becoming Santa’s first female successor.
Schmigadoon!
Tribulation
New romances hit roadblocks as Melissa meets someone unexpected and Emma reveals a secret. Mildred
seizes a chance to increase her power.
Servant
Tiger
The Turners attend a block party on Spruce Street. Leanne finally feels comfortable outside of the house,
but she finds herself in danger.
Shining Vale
Chapter One - Welcome To Casa De Phelps
After an affair nearly destroys their marriage, Pat and Terry Phelps move their family from the city to
Connecticut, to a house that may be haunted.
The Simpsons
A Serious Flanders (Part Two)
When Ned Flanders finds a bag of money and donates it to a local orphanage, he lands himself, and a very
jealous Homer, in the crosshairs of a ruthless criminal debt collector. Sex, violence, pretentious needle
drops, and superfluous flashbacks abound in this awards-baiting crack at prestige TV.
Somebody Somewhere
Tee-Tee Pa-Pah
With a tornado looming, Sam weathers a different kind of storm as she shares the truth about Rick with
Tricia, and Tricia seeks revenge. After impulsively adopting a dog, and a near brush with death sheltering
in a tube together, Joel realizes he wants more out of life.
Sort Of
Sort Of Miracle
Worried for Raffo, Sabi and Aqsa head to their childhood home. An unexpected drop-in outs Sabi to their
extended family and alliances are questioned.

Space Force
The Hack
With the future of Space Force up in the air, big changes could be on the horizon. But first, the team has to
deal with the entire base being hacked.
Squidbillies
Scorn On The 4th Of July
Early LARPs as a military veteran to save 10% on an omelet.
Star Trek: Lower Decks
Wej Duk
Boimler attempts to find a bridge buddy while the U.S.S. Cerritos crew have down time during a long warp
trip.
Star Wars: The Bad Batch
Kamino Lost
The Bad Batch find themselves in unexpected territory in this thrilling finale. Part 2 of 2.
Star Wars: Visions
The Duel
A wandering stranger with a mysterious past defends a village from powerful bandits. While taking them
on, the truth about his past is revealed.
Ted Lasso
Rainbow
Nate learns how to be assertive from Keeley and Rebecca. Ted asks Roy for a favor.
Ten Year Old Tom
The Bassoon Incident
After being forced to quit the school band, Tom begrudgingly joins the baseball team.
Trying
Lift Me Up
Planning Scott’s stag night is a headache for Jason. Karen shares a secret with Nikki. Erica and Freddy's
relationship begins to blur.
Tuca & Bertie
Planteau
Everybody's going to Planteau for some bachelor/bachelorette weekend fun! Hopefully Tuca's sobriety and
Bertie's social anxiety won't get in the way of a good time.
Undone
Rectify
Where are we?! What's happening?!
Upload
Download
Nora rallies the support of unlikely allies and Hyperloops to LA. Meanwhile, the issues in Nathan’s personal
life come to a head.

We Are Lady Parts
Play Something
Geeky PhD student and part-time guitar teacher Amina Hussain is desperate to find a husband. Meanwhile,
punk band, Lady Parts rehearsals are cut short when fiery frontwoman Saira, insists they need a lead
guitarist. Their worlds are about to collide!
What If...?
What If... Captain Carter Were The First Avenger?
When Steve Rogers is seriously injured, Peggy Carter becomes the world's first super soldier.
What If...?
What If... Doctor Strange Lost His Heart Instead Of His Hands?
A grief-stricken Doctor Strange uses the Eye of Agamotto in a dangerous effort to change the past.
What We Do In The Shadows
The Casino
The vampires embark on a road trip from which they may never return.
Wolf Like Me
Episode 6
During a weekend camping trip in the Australian outback, Gary and Mary prepare to tell Emma that Mary is
a werewolf; when their car battery dies and the full moon approaches, Mary must run to protect her new
family from the wolf within.
The Wonder Years
Bill's New Gig
Bill is excited to have made tenure at the university, only to find that his focus on career and family has
cost him a spot in his band; Bruce adjusts to living at home.
The Wonder Years
The Workplace
Dean heads to band practice with Bill, but the grown folks' business at the music studio prompts Lillian to
pick Dean up; Dean learns what his mum does while he's at school all day.
Young Rock
A Christmas Peril
An unexpected guest shows Dewey that this is the first in a long line of terrible Christmases. In 1987,
Rocky and Dwayne take jobs as a mall Santa and elf. In 1993, Dwayne reluctantly spends a disastrous
Christmas with Coach O.
Young Sheldon
A Clogged Pore, A Little Spanish And The Future
Sheldon coped with the first signs of puberty, Mary and George search for new jobs, Georgie whose
girlfriend is pregnant, takes Meemaw on a shady business trip to Mexico. Sheldon in his dream takes on
the rolls of his family with genius costuming. Penn and Teller guest as Sheldon puberty consciousness.

End of Category

Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Variety Series Or Special
57th Academy Of Country Music Awards
The 57th Academy of Country Music Awards, hosted by global superstar Dolly Parton with co-hosts Jimmie
Allen and Gabby Barrett, streamed live from the Allegiant Stadium in Las Vegas on Monday, March, 7
2022.
Adele: One Night Only
A primetime special welcoming back the superstar performer Adele, with an extraordinary concert
performance at the iconic Griffith Park Observatory that showcases one of her first shows to hear her new
and classic material in six years.
Ali Wong: Don Wong
In her stand-up special, Ali Wong reveals her wildest fantasies, the challenges of monogamy and how she
really feels about single people.
The Amber Ruffin Show
Episode 207
In this episode of The Amber Ruffin Show, Amber explores American police propaganda, gets a visit from
the Kool-Aid Man and shares her Christmas plans with Tarik and Mr. Mailman.
American Idol
The Great Idol Reunion
The Great Idol Reunion: Laci Kaye Booth/Laine Hardy, Ruben Studdard/Jordin Sparks, Maddie Poppe/Caleb
Lee Hutchinson, David Cook/Kris Allen, Grace Kinstler/Willie Spence, Scotty McCreery/Lauren Alaina get
together for an amazing one hour special with legendary past judges Paula Abdul, and Randy Jackson.
2021 American Music Awards
The world's largest fan-voted award show pays tribute to today's most influential and iconic artists across
all genres. The 2021 American Music Awards, hosted by Cardi B, featured a vibrant night of non-stop
music, first-time collaborations and exclusive world premiere performances from music's biggest names.
American Song Contest
The Live Qualifiers Part 3
In week 3 of the qualifiers, three artists from week 2 are revealed as advancing to the Semi-Finals. Twelve
artists from across the country perform an original song to earn America’s vote.
Annie Live!
Annie Live! is a live television production of the long running Broadway Play, broadcast with a live audience
from Gold Coast Studios in Bethpage, NY.
Aziz Ansari: Nightclub Comedian
After another year of lockdowns, Aziz takes the stage to skewer pandemic life, quarantines, vaccine cards,
celebrity side-gigs, smartphones and more.
A Black Lady Sketch Show
Save My Edges, I’m A Donor!
Beauty enthusiasts conduct an epic product purge; Dr. Haddassah relives childhood trauma; A woman
pitches a ridiculous medical drama to Ava DuVernay; “Hidden Figures” rivals crack time travel; A track
coach uses magic; A heckler derails Keisha’s comedy act; Robin, Ashley, Gabrielle and Skye wake up to an
apocalyptic nightmare.

Carole King & James Taylor: Just Call Out My Name
Singer-songwriters Carole King and James Taylor reflect on their five decades of collaboration and
friendship in this concert documentary feature.
Chappelle's Home Team - Earthquake: Legendary
Earthquake shakes up the stage with his takes on "health is wealth," prostate exams and one particularly
lengthy celebrity funeral.
2022 CMT Music Awards
Kelsea Ballerini, Kane Brown and Anthony Mackie host country music’s only entirely fan-voted awards
show as the biggest names in music and entertainment gather in downtown Nashville to celebrate an epic
year in country music with iconic performances, special tributes and more.
Come From Away
The filmed version of the Broadway musical which tells the story of 7,000 people stranded in the small
town of Gander, Newfoundland after all flights into the US are grounded on September 11, 2001.
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
Trump's Scared Of "Dangerous Fruit" + Rep. Madison Cawthorn's Many Scandals
Trevor covers the day's top headlines, including revelations that Trump feared getting hit with "dangerous
fruit" thrown by protesters in 2015, and catches up on the many scandals surrounding Republican
Congressman Madison Cawthorn. Then Trevor interviews Formula 1 Driver Daniel Ricciardo about his
upcoming race at the Miami Grand Prix.
Dancing With The Stars
Finale
All of the season’s celebrities return to dance in the opening number to the hit song “Dynamite” by BTS.
The finale features musical performances by Jimmie Allen and Melanie C of the Spice Girls. The pro dancers
perform to “Pour Some Sugar On Me” by Def Leppard.
Dave Chappelle: The Closer
As he closes out his slate of comedy specials, Dave takes the stage to try and set the record straight —
and get a few things off his chest
Desus & Mero
Plain Slice
Desus Nice and The Kid Mero go in on the news and cultural stories from the past week. Plus,
correspondents Rainey and Tawanda see whether Desus & Mero can tell if strangers on the street are really
from New York. Illustrious guest: Denzel Washington. Season premiere.
Dragging The Classics: The Brady Bunch
"Dragging The Classics: The Brady Bunch" reunites “The Brady Bunch” original cast members alongside
“RuPaul’s Drag Race” favorites as they recreate the episode, “Will the Real Jan Brady Please Stand Up?” for
an innovative event that uses state-of-the-art technology to transport the cast into the original Brady
house.
Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
Episode 7211
Full Frontal dives into Tucker Carlson’s new docuseries, Sam travels to Nevada to investigate why millions
of our tax dollars are spent on wild horses, and UPSAHL stops by our studio before her world tour to
perform her revenge hit "Lunatic."

The 64th Annual Grammy Awards
The 64th annual Grammy Awards Live from the MGM Grand Garden Arena Las Vegas.
The Hall: Honoring George Carlin, Robin Williams, Joan Rivers And Richard Pryor
The National Comedy Center presented the inaugural edition of The Hall at the National Comedy Center in
New York. The tribute show highlights comedians who were trailblazers and hilarious provocateurs who
paved the way for an entire generation of comedians.
Happier Than Ever: A Love Letter to Los Angeles
This special features Billie Eilish in a cinematic concert experience. Fresh off the heels of her brand new
album, "Happier than Ever," this special will feature an intimate performance of every song in the album's
sequential order from the stage of the Hollywood Bowl.
Jim Gaffigan: Comedy Monster
Comedy icon Jim Gaffigan offers some thoughts on the hot mess that was 2021, as well as his takes on
marching bands, billionaires in space and more.
Jimmy Kimmel Live!
2/22/22 Spectacular; With Mandy Moore, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Rob Base Feat. Tinashe
In a 2/22/22 spectacularly two-themed episode, Jimmy married a couple named Tu & Thu, Rob Base
performed “It Takes Two” featured Tinashe and dancing 2s, Mandy Moore talked about the 100th episode
of “This is Us,” and Jimmy teamed with Arnold Schwarzenegger to demonstrate how to perform the
Heimlich Maneuver.
Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around
A Kelly Clarkson holiday special with music, celebrity guests, and inspiring stories.
44th Annual Kennedy Center Honors
The Kennedy Center Honors is an annual honor given to those in the performing arts for their lifetime of
contributions to American culture.
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
Union Busting
Main Story: John Oliver discusses union busting, and why companies who do it face so few consequences;
plus, an update on the insurrection.
The Late Late Show With James Corden
The 1,000th Episode
The Late Late Show welcomes special guests Tom Cruise, Mariah Carey and BTS to celebrate its 1,000th
episode, and James and the staff look back at some favorite moments, from carpools with Michelle Obama
and Paul McCartney to pranking David Beckham to role calls with Tom Hanks.
Late Night With Seth Meyers
Episode 1173
Musical guest, Lorde, visits Late Night to perform "Stoned at the nail Salon" from her album, Solar Power.
Lorde and Seth also do some day drinking at Zero Bond, where they have Solar Power-themed cocktails,
play New Zealand slang drinking games, and paint the Melodrama album cover.

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
First Show Back With An Audience, Dana Carvey As Joe Biden, Interview With Jon Stewart, And Jon
Batiste Performs “Freedom”
In this episode, Stephen welcomes back an audience for the first time since the pandemic and thanks Evie
Colbert for being his only audience for 15 months. The show also features Dana Carvey as Joe Biden, guest
appearance by Jon Stewart, and a music performance of “Freedom” by Jon Batiste.
Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: "The Facts Of Life" And "Diff'rent Strokes"
A re-creation of classic episodes of "The Facts of Life" and "Diff'rent Strokes."
The Masked Singer
Masks Back -- The Good, The Bad & The Cuddly -- Round 1
Five celebrities, representing the three categories of good, bad and cuddly, perform.
Miley Cyrus Presents Stand By You
Miley Cyrus returns to the stage to celebrate Pride Month with a spectacular concert special from the
legendary Ryman Auditorium in Nashville -- featuring Maren Morris, Brothers Osborne, Orville Peck, Little
Big Town and Mickey Guyton, the most iconic Pride anthems of all time and a whole lot of sparkle.
2021 MTV Video Music Awards
The 2021 MTV “VMAs” are back for a live and fan- filled show to bring together the biggest names in music
for a special night celebrating this year’s most memorable and best videos along with show-stopping
performances, unforgettable viral moments, and more.
Nicole Byer: BBW (Big Beautiful Weirdo)
Karens gone wild. Cat funerals. Trying to hook up during lockdown. Nicole Byer gets delightfully down and
dirty in her comedy special.
Norm Macdonald: Nothing Special
In 2020, Norm performed his comedy special alone in his living room. He did it in one take. Following the
special is a conversation with Adam Sandler, Conan O'Brien, Dave Chappelle, David Letterman, David
Spade and Molly Shannon who discuss their friend Norm and his lasting impact on comedy.
One Last Time: An Evening With Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga
A live concert special honoring the musical legacy and enduring friendship of Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga.
Filmed at two sold-out shows at Radio City Music Hall celebrating Bennett's 95th birthday, the two
incredible entertainers perform duets and solos from the Great American Songbook to honor their 10-year
musical partnership.
The Oscars
A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, televised live in the U.S. and in more than 200
territories, featuring 23 awards categories from Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including
́ , Reba
Lupita Nyong’o, Anthony Hopkins, Samuel L. Jackson, Lady Gaga and performances by Beyonce
McEntire, Billie Eilish and Finneas.
The Pepsi Super Bowl LVI Halftime Show Starring Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem,
Kendrick Lamar And 50 Cent
The Pepsi Super Bowl LVI Halftime Show starred Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem, Kendrick
Lamar and 50 Cent, the highest rated halftime with over 208 million viewers. The acclaimed show's set list
included —California Love, In Da Club, No More Drama, Alright, Lose Yourself and Still D.R.E.

2021 Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony
Celebrating legendary artists' inductions and featuring moments like Dave Chappelle inducting Jay Z; Paul
McCartney inducting and performing with Foo Fighters; Taylor Swift inducting Carole King; Drew Barrymore
inducting Go Go’s; Angela Bassett inducting Tina Turner; Dr. Dre inducting LL Cool J; and Eminem and
JLO's surprise performance with LL.
Roy Wood Jr.: Imperfect Messenger
Roy Wood Jr. discusses the difference between "ancestors" and "forefathers," why Leonardo DiCaprio is the
greatest white ally ever and how celebrities use fame to get people out of prison.
Saturday Night Live
Host: John Mulaney
Amist an international crisis The SNL Audio team delivered comedy, prayers, a live choir, and bombastic
Broadway style sketches as John Mulaney and LCDsoundsystem consoled an audience in need of laughter.
Constant script changes, microphone needs, and numerous musical sketches had all positions working
together to achieve a flawless sound design.
Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 3
Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 3 is an immersive fashion experience that combines fashion, dance, and music
with iconic architecture and unforgettable performances. Featuring an all-star cast debuting the latest
Savage X Fenty styles, the show is a visually stunning cultural moment that redefines sexy.
SORRY
Louis CK’s newest stand up comedy special filmed live at the Hulu Theater in New York City.
Tig Notaro: Drawn
Tig Notaro returns in this first-ever fully animated stand-up special.
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Episode 1646
Elizabeth Olsen and Willie Geist as guests, a songwriting battle between two audience members, and a
musical performance from Norah Jones.
20 Years Of Christmas With The Tabernacle Choir
In this two-hour retrospective, Brian Stokes Mitchell returns to the Conference Center in Salt Lake City to
remember twenty years of inspiring Christmas concerts by The Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra at Temple
Square. The program features 40+ guest artists and excerpts from 60+ songs, carols, and stories.
Verdi’s Requiem: The Met Remembers 9/11 (Great Performances)
In commemoration of the 20th anniversary of 9/11, the Metropolitan Opera presented a stirring
performance of Verdi’s Requiem, conducted by Music Director Yannick Nézet-Séguin and featuring soprano
Ailyn Pérez, mezzo-soprano Michelle DeYoung, tenor Matthew Polenzani, and bass-baritone Eric Owens.
Misty Copeland hosted live from the National September 11 Memorial.
The Voice
The Blind Auditions
Four icons compete to find and transform America's inspiring voices into music's next phenomenon.

End of Category

